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1. U. S. Operations
Little America Station
On January 26 Dr, Harry Wexler (Chief Scientist-Antarctic), A. P. Crary
(Deputy Chief Scientist), and G. R. Toney (Byrd Station Scientific Leader),
with Paul A. Humphrey (Met.) were flown from NAP McMurdo to Little America
Station. The Ross Sea Task Force consisting of the Atka, the Curtiss and
the Merrell were scheduled to arrive at LAS on January 30. The Curtiss
is carrying the remaining IGY Scientific Personnel for LAS and Byrd Station
and the Merrell has yet to offload 25% of her LAS cargo. Commander W. F.
Flynn will be in command of the wintering-over MCB personnel. Commander
Robert Graham, Commander, Naval Support Unit at Little America has been
relieved by Lt. Commander Orndorf. Capt. W. F. Dickey has relieved
Commander Whitney as Commander Naval Support Unit, Antarctica. Admiral
Dufek is currently on the Atka.
B yrd Station
By the 25th of January enough food for one year had been air-dropped.
The second Byrd Station supply train was due to depart LAS on January 29,
NAP McMurdo
Operations have been confined to offloading the Towle, an operation
which has been delayed because of tractor failure due to operating over'
snow vehicles on rocky ground. The runway is still unsatisfactory for use
by wheeled aircraft • It has been reported that there will be available
through the Antarctic winter months an R04S helicopter at both NAP and LAS.

-2Adare Station
On January 29 it was reported that all buildings had been completed
except for a few minor accessories. The antenna farm is largely completed.
The meteorology installation is complete but for the upper air and radiation
instruments. All other disciplines are beginning to install scientific
equipment. The permanent communications facility is nearly completed and
work is well under way on the amateur communications facilities.
Ellsworth -(Weddell) . Station.
On January 25 Task Force Group 43.7 proceeded to 0 a position 35 miles
NW of General Belgrano (Argentina) in Bahia Chica (41 W, 77 43' S.) and
offloading has been begun. The station is 35 miles west of the Argentine
Station, 55 miles west of the Commonwealth Shackleton Station, and approximately 250 miles west of the Royal Society IGY Station at Halley Bay.
Wjlke (Knox) Station
On January 26 the Knox Coast Task Group consisting of the Glacier, the
Greenville Victory, and the Arneb began the penetration of the pack ice into
Vincennes Bay, On January 27 the Task Group had penetrated to Baleana Islets.
This was reported as a station site in favor of the Windmill Islands, farther
to the West, and the Task Group retraced its path to attempt to start the
pack to the West for an easier channel to the Windmill Islands,
During its voyage the Glacier rendezvoused with the Australian Relief
Ship Kiska Dan and eight Australian personnel were transferred to the
Kiska Dan (See Report #12 January 25, 1957)
Amundsen-Scott ICY Station (Pole Station)
On January 25 regular three-hourly surface weather observations were
begun at Amundsen'j Scott Station, The 4 ICY scientific personnel have been
working with the 9 Navy support personnel in completing installations at
the station and instalaticriof scientific equipment is progressing satisfactorily. The station is livable but lacks 25% of its supplies which
await the return of the USAF Globeinasters from New Zealand to NAF. As yet
undelivered are 2 boxes of aurora and airgiow equipment, 4 boxes ionospheric
equipment including several sections of the antenna, and some meteorological
equipment. All glaciology and geomagnetic equipment haw been received.
Damage suffered during air-drop to aurora and airgiow, ionospheric
and seismic equipment, has either been corrected or arrangements have been
made to ship additional items, which will be delivered by the Globemasters.
Ships Operations
On January 24 the Nespelen arrived at Melbourne, Australia to reload
fuel. Aboard were Robert Iverson and John Rose who are returning to the
United States after conducting gravity measurements at NAP and Little
America. An absolute value of gravity was determined at McMurdo with pendulum equipment, while a portable gravimeter, flown over from NAP McMurdo,
was used for the work at Little America. The Northwind is proceeding to
New Zealand for repairs. The Towle will proceed to the United States after
completion of offloading at NAP.

-3II. 2perations of Other Countries
Commonwealth Shackleton Station
Exploration from the Shackleton Station has included reconnaissance
sledge parties that had penetrated 50 miles south from the base. Another
sledge party has been exploring the preliminary mountain ranges to the south
of the station to a distance of 150 miles.
pan
It has been reported that the Japanese ICY Antarctic expedition has
landed on Ongul Island on the eastern side of Lutzow-Holm Bay.
During the voyage of the Soya, scientific observations including
ionospheric observations using an equivalent to the US C4 recorder and an
N-type antenna system. Fifteen-second observations were taken throughout
the voyage except at 200 of the Equator and 20° S. Aurora and airg].ow visual
observations are being taken. A neutron pile and meson counter is reported
in operation.
USSR
It has been reported that the motor vessel Kooperatsia is carrying 170
expeditionary personnel of which 70 are scientific staff. The Kooperatsia
will offload at Mirny and return via Capetown to the Soviet Union. It has
further been reported that the Soviet satellite station at Bunger Hills will
consist of 4 scientists completely equipped for year-around occupation of
the site.
The scientific program at the Bunger Hills Station will not only
include a strong meteorological program and observations into the phenomena
which are peculiar to this area, but also the seismic program originally
scheduled for Vostok Station. The presence of rock outcrops at Bunger Hills
makes this a more favorable site than a snow-bound plateau station.
During its voyage to the Antarctic, rawinsonde observations have been
carried out aboard the Kooperatsia. A biological team aboard the Lena is
currently working for the summer season at Mirny. Pioneerskaya is currently
supplying synoptic weather data.

